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Deadly taboo: Youth suicide an epidemic that many in
Utah prefer to ignore
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5 suicides jolt southern Utah -- 'Contagion' spread
through communities during 2004-05
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Schools at a loss: How districts handle teen deaths
varies
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Study: ‘Beehive State’ Leads Nation in
Anti-Depressant Prescriptions
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“Utah leads the nation in prescriptions for anti-depressants, according
to a recent study. ‘The fact that we’re twice the national average with
something like anti-depressants begs some explanation,’ said Dr. Curt
Canning, head of the Psychiatric Association of Utah.”
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“The survey, by a large prescription benefits provider, stunned
Canning. He thinks one possible explanation is the state's dominant
Mormon culture, which demands much of its people, especially
women.”
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“Some here fear the pressure to achieve may be pushing people too
far.”
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“The U.S. Surgeon General’s special assistant is tracking the problem –
made even more urgent by the latest youth suicide statistics, that found
in 2000, 66 young people between the ages of 5 and 24 killed
themselves in the sparsely populated state.”
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"A few of our friends take anti-depressants… like we don't think we're
good enough…" said high-schooler Lyndsay Anderson.
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“‘If they don’t think they’re quite living up to the standards that
everybody has set for them, then I could see how that could lead to
some problems,’ says high school student McCord Larson.”
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“Utah’s leading psychiatrists say there needs to be additional studies to
solve this growing mental health mystery.”
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